
Short story of a
small enterprise.



Manifesto.

Listening is a superior
characteristic of human beings; it
is the typical attitude of intelligent
and flexible people.

Listening is an essential habit for 
getting to know each other better
and understanding each other
even better; it is the crucial
ingredient for establishing solid
relationships.

Listening is our guiding noun
because it is that quality that
enables sapiens, invariably and 
effectively, to attain what they lack
most: the time to think.



Origins.
It’s March 2013, the beginning of ten very
intense months.

Months in which we check if a childhood
dream can become reality, weeks in which
we stress over the business plan and test 
the patience of lifelong friends, but get to 
know new people – extraordinary people –
who push us, who support us.

We don’t sleep much, but we make sure to 
get enough rest to keep a clear head, so 
that we have the energy and resources to 
avoid careless mistakes. We take only the 
risks that are strictly necessary.

It’s the dawn of 2014, we are a little scared, 
but excited and totally committed, so we
take the periscope out of the water and 
begin our journey.



The name.
We wanted a name that was simple but not

ordinary; distinctive and memorable.

A name that conveyed our ability to see and 
“go beyond”; that confirmed our aptitude

to remain focused on objectives; that
demonstrated our talent for devising

innovative solutions. 

We chose periskop, deliberately using the 
German to honour Johannes Gutenberg, 

inventor of the periscope and pivotal to the 
world of communication.

A man who gifted humanity with
a brilliant tool

to allow us (the crowd) 
to look beyond (the crowd).



Objectives.
periskop was created to design 
traditional and cross-media marketing 
and communication projects that are 
original and simple, effective and 
memorable, and generate measurable
growth (value) through sustainable and 
long-lasting solutions.

As well as the different marketing and 
communication objectives, which are 
highly important, we also always focus 
on the actual “conversions” of our
(your) clients, because companies are 
of course created to sell their products
and services.

However, periskop is most passionate 
about its main objective: developing
innovative tools and solutions
(communication tools) that we finance
with the revenues from agency services.



Pillars.
DIALOGUE – A successful relationship starts from continuous, high-level discussion.
Listening, collaboration and precision. These are the most important rules of 
dialogue for periskop, since only through carefully understanding the client’s needs, 
working proactively but without arrogance, guaranteeing high quality standards, 
can they be satisfied.
To sum up in one word: service.

PUNCTUALITY – We live in an age where timing is often everything.
Whatever project is commissioned to us, whatever the budget, periskop always
respects its clients’ schedules, counting on an extensive team of people chosen for 
their high levels of preparation and precision.
To sum up in one word: reliability.

AFFORDABILITY – Staying within the budget is essential.
periskop works by maximising its clients’ budgets and, with support from the best 
collaborators on the market, chosen according to the desired objective, guarantees
that projects will be completed at the right cost thanks to its solid yet extremely
flexible structure.
To sum up in one abbreviation: ROI.



What we do.
periskop is a marketing, advertising and 
communication agency (you don’t say?) 
based not on hierarchy but on skills, with 
a structure that’s light and flexible but
very robust, just like bamboo.

The spectrum of our services is very wide. 
We deliver them by forming teams almost
obsessively, project by project, client by 
client, relying on formidable resources
and solid, strategic partners.

Typical agency work is our vocation; total
commitment to every project, whatever
the size and budget, is our passion.



Areas.
MARKETING
Strategic thinking
Strategy and Positioning
Product Management
Market Analysis
Guerrilla and Field Operations 
Competitions and Loyalty Programmes

ADVERTISING
Executive thinking
ATL and BTL Campaigns
Creativity
Art & Copy
Localisation and Adaptations
Staging and Presentation Packaging 
POP

2.0
Digital universe
Digital Marketing
WEB Design
SEM, SEO, WEB Research
Online Shop Management 
Online Contests

COMMUNICATION
Content is king
Editorial Design
Localisations and Translations
Institutional Publications
Company House Organs
Text Writing and Revision

PRODUCTION
State-of-the-art
Traditional and Digital Printing 
Graphics Design
Prepress and Photoliths
Promotional and Paper Products
Photo, Video and Multimedia
Events and Catering

SALES
Last but (never) least
Commercial Strategy
Sales Network Organisation
Coaching and Training
Incentive Plans



Consulting.
In the world of communication, we have
experience worth paying for.

This sentence is intended as a “title”; it’s not us
being boastful. Over the years, this has proved to 
be the driving force for one of the areas we’re
most active in.

Thanks to our knowledge of the market and its
players (which we constantly monitor), some of 
our clients work with periskop to obtain expert
opinions on their own scope of suppliers (current
and/or new entries), especially within marketing 
communications/operations, and to gain expert
support in developing their businesses.

They are entrepreneurs, managers and 
professionals who want to secure the most
suitable suppliers and the lowest possible risks for 
those areas (and/or new or special projects) and 
ask us to organise teams who are reliable, 
sustainable and most importantly “always on call”.



Teams.
PRODUCTION
partner

Corrado, Cristiano, Guido, Mario, 
Michele, Pietro, Roberto, Simona.

In the final meeting, the quality of the 
result must reward the reader, the user, 
or whoever has chosen a product or 
brand.
And for that reason alone they work 
and are always up to date.

DESIGN
partner

Laura, Lorenzo, Nicola, Matteo, 
Paolo, Roberto, Stefania..

They call their strategic approach
“liquid thinking”. They are 
professionals – experienced, flexible
and fast. Able to combine continuity
and breaks. They work with a mix of 
technical knowledge, continuous
awareness of the final audience, 
attention to the company’s requests, 
and creative instinct.

MANAGEMENT
founder

The agency was founded on skills and not on hierarchy.

Giovanni has been working in the wonderful world of communication for more than 20 
years. He started with a Macintosh SE and now works mainly with an iPhone.
They taught him the rules of graphics and good writing; he learned how projects are 
developed, and how they are launched and supported. He figured out how to reach
the audience effectively and how to achieve market success.



Strategic partners.
Emmanuel & Maria
Digital universe
At this historic time, it’s vital to 
remember that digital communication
is only one channel in a company’s
communication system, which requires
attention and planning. 
They know how to navigate it.

Antonio & Claudia
Consumer marketing specialists
Marketing projects take off more and 
more often. Only a few fly high. Very
few, even among the best, land
successfully.
Your clients know this.

Stefano & Lucrezia
Visual communication
Appearance counts a lot. To convey it
to the audience, you need to work with 
the passion of the craftsman, the 
creativity and order of organisation.
We’re waiting for you in the studio.

Cristina & Roberto
Graphic design
Implementing state-of-the-art 
communication projects is not for everyone. 
It’s essential to always combine creative 
vision with a design perfectly suited to the 
purpose.
They do it very very well.

Luca & Marco
Content production service
All companies have communication products
that can be described as a “headache” at
the very least, but if developed properly, 
they will become easier and more effective.
If not, there’s always Word.

Francesco & Lisa
Catering 2.0
In the most important moments in life, be it
personal or professional, we always find
ourselves with a glass in our hand. It’s better
if it contains something truly special.
Cheers!



Experience.
63 de-sign
Agint
Apen Group
Attaccabottone
Bottega Partigiana
C.A.M.P.
C.A.M.P. Safety
Cassin
Clessidra SGR
Cairo Editore
Cairo Pubblicità
Ciclomood
Dentsu Aegis Network
Drinkable
Driver
Editoriale Domus
Ecoter CPA
Elsafra II
Emmegi Group
EX-T
FILA
Festival Itala
Florette
Fondazione Pesenti
Fratelli Lorenzi
Giotto
Idricom
Idrogeo
Innovet

Italcementi
Italmobiliare
La Fabbrica dell’Animazione
Lyra
Matteo Tranchellini
MKTG
Mondadori
Net-Uno
New Business Media
Ottavio Zani
Pets & The City
Pirelli
Politecnico di Milano
Progetti e progetti
psLIVE
RCS
RCS Pubblicità
Seeds & Chips
SIKA
SNAM
Tecniche Nuove
Tour of the Alps
TX-E
Unimont
Valmont
Velux
Vitesse
Vjoon
You First Sports.
…and more…



Fix is the gift we’ve chosen to 
thank the people who formed us, 
for those who encouraged us to 
start periskop, those who have
been there for us from the 
beginning.

That was in 2014 and since then
we’ve also adopted Fix to 
recognise those who really inspire
us, those who teach us something
new, those who have chosen to be 
at our side, those who allow us to 
grow.

We chose it because it’s the 
perfect way to forge new 
relationships and consolidate 
them, to enhance the process, and 
most importantly to remind us not
to be scared of problems but to 
find the inspiration to solve them.

If you ask us for one, Marco and 
Paolo will send it to you right 
away, because logistics is at home 
in EX-T.

www.periskop.it/fix

Thanks.



Disclaimer.

periskop
via Monte Nevoso, 6

IT-20133 Milano.

www.periskop.it

+39 335 7186848
info@periskop.it

The original materials, concepts
and ideas contained in this
presentation are owned by 
periskop.

Unauthorised distribution, even
partial, is prohibited.


